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A heap (priority queue) is a data structure for representing a set of items, each item having 
an associated numerical value, which facilitates such operations as insertion, deletion, merge 
(union), and tindmin (find the item having the minimum value). It is well known that when n 
items are present the inherent complexity of these operations (in terms of comparisons) is 
logn per operation in the worst case. However, Cheriton and Tarjan have observed that when 
the frequency of findmin operations is small relative to the frequency of other operations, then 
certain implementations of heaps perform better than logn per operation. We explore this 
phenomenon with respect to inherent complexity. 0 1987 Academic PKSS, IW. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A heap (priority queue) is a data structure for representing a set of items, each 
item having an associated numerical value, which facilitates such operations as 
insertion, deletion, merge (union), and fmdmin (find the item having the minimum 
value). It is well known that when n items are present the inherent complexity of 
these operations for comparison based algorithms is logn per operation in the 
worst case. (All logarithms are assumed to have base 2.) The lower bound is 
established by showing that the task of sorting n items can be reduced to a 
sequence of heap operations. However, Cheriton and Tarjan [2] have observed 
that when the frequency of lindmin operations is small relative to the frequency of 
update operations, then certain implementations of heaps can require o(logn) time 
per operation. (They applied this observation to obtain an improved minimum 
spanning tree algorithm.) In particular, they observed that if k successive deletions 
take place immediately prior to a hndmin operation, then by using the lazy deletion 
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method, the amortized costs are O(log(n/k)) per deletion. Moreover, by using 
Fibonacci heaps [3], the O(log(n/k) amortized cost is achieved for normal as well 
as lazy deletions. These results will be shown to be best possible in several contexts. 
The are two important ways to prove a lower bound for a problem P. One is 
roughly to analyze all possible algorithms that solve P and to show that each 
algorithm must do a certain amount of work. The other method is to find some 
problem P’, for which a lower bound is known, and to reduce P’ to P. Both methods 
will be used in this paper. First, in Sections 2 and 3, we will see how to prove that 
any algorithm that supports n deletions and d fmdmins on an n-element set must do 
at least 4~2 log(d+ 1) - 0(n) comparisons in the worst case. This result is obtained 
by indirectly reducing the sorting problem to the problem of maintaining priority 
queues. Then, in Sections 4 and 5, we will see how to obtain the better bound of 
n log d- O(n loglogd) comparisons by doing the complexity analysis ourselves. 
The reduction is done as follows. First, we consider what might be termed mul- 
tiple selection problems. Here we want to select the kth largest element for several 
values of k. That is, we want to find the element x, such that the rank of x, r(x), is 
k. It is not hard to prove that at least n log(d+ 1) comparisons are needed to solve 
this problem, where n is the size of the set and d is the number of values looked for. 
Following that, we consider priority queues. In this case we have an n element set 
and do d findmin and n delete operations. The same lower bound applies if the 
deletions are implicit. That is, the algorithm is not told which items have been 
deleted, and must spend Q( 1) time to see if a particular item is still present. The 
proof of the lower bound closely follows that of lower bound for multiple selection 
problem. Explicit deletions, i.e., the algorithm is told which elements are deleted, 
are more interesting. It turns out that they are only a constant factor easier than 
implicit deletions. 
In this paper, most of the lower bounds will be proved using a decision tree 
model of computation. That is, we assume that the only operation that can be per- 
formed on keys is comparisons between keys. Furthermore, only comparisons 
require time. 
2. MULTIPLE SELECTION 
The problem of maintaining a priority queue that supports many successive 
deletions efficiently is related to the multiple selection problem. In the multiple 
selection problem (MSP) we are given a set of ranks and wish to find the elements 
in S with those ranks. Formally we have: 
MSP. Given a set S of n elements, and d ranks k,, . . . . kd, such that 
O=k,<k,<k,... <kd<kd+,=n, find elements x~,x*,...,x~ such that r(xi)=kj. 
The main importance of this problem is that it is possible to obtain a tight lower 
bound on the number of comparisons required to solve it. This lower bound comes 
from the fact that any algorithm that solves MSP must calculate the approximate 
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rank of every element in S. Since accurate bounds on the number of comparisons 
needed to sort S are known, it is fairly easy to obtain bounds on the number of 
comparisons needed to solve the approximate rank problem. The approximate rank 
problem (ARP) is as follows: 
ARP. Given a set S of n elements, and d ranks k,, . . . . kd, such that 
O=k,<k,<k,... <kd<kd+l= n, for each element x of S find i(x) such that r(x), 
the rank of x, satisfies kiCXj- 1 < r(x) < kiCXj. 
Now we have 
LEMMA 1. At least 
n log(d+ l)- O(n) 
comparisons are required to solve ARP, if n > d. 
Proof: The proof is based on the existence of tight upper and lower bounds for 
the number of comparisons required to sort m elements. It is well known that at 
least 
m log m - O(m) 
comparisons are need [4, p. 1831. Furthermore, it is possible to sort m elements 
with 
mlogm+ 1 
comparisons [4, p. 184). 
An algorithm for ARP will divide S into d+ 1 subsets, B,, B,, . . . . B,. Each Bi will 
contain those elements x of S whose rank r(x) satisfies ki- I < r(x) < ki. Thus each 
Bi will contain consecutive elements, and S can be sorted by sorting each of the Bi. 
To bound the number of comparisons in the worst case, let us choose 
ki = Lni/(d+ 1) J for 0 < i < d+ 1. After the ARP has been solved, the d + 1 sets, 
B B,, 0, .-., of about n/(d + 1) elements, can be sorted using at most 
A = (d+ l)(n/(d+ l))log(rn(d+ l)]) comparisons. The result is that the whole set 
has been sorted. This requires at least B = n logn - O(n) comparisons. Therefore, 
any algorithm that solves ARP will have to do at least B-A comparisons in the 
worst case. We have 
B-A >n log II- O(n)-n log(rn/(d+ l)l)=n log(d+ l)- O(n), 
if n 2 d. Therefore at least 
n log(d+ l)- O(n) 
comparisons are needed in all. 1 
The significance of ARP is that any algorithm for MSP must also solve ARP. 
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LEMMA 2. If algorithm A solves MSP then there is an algorithm B that solves 
ARP and does the same comparisons as A. 
Proof: The algorithm B is constructed basically as follows: first run algorithm A 
on the same input, then compute i(x), for each x E S by looking at the results of the 
comparisons. We must verify that the second step is possible. 
Let yi be the k,th smallest element in S. In order for algorithm A to be sure that 
it has computed ~~ correctly, it must know for each x # 4’; whether x > yi or x <I’,. 
Therefore algorithm B can compute i(x) such that yiCY, , < x < y, V,, without doing 
any comparisons. Hence, solving ARP requires no more comparisons than solving 
MSP. 1 
COROLLARY 1. At least 
n log(d + 1) - O(n) 
comparisons are required to solve MSP, if n > d. 
The MSP can be solved recursively. The base case occurs when there is only 
value to be computed, that is d = 1. In this case, the value is computed by a linear 
time selection algorithm [S]. If there are more values to be computed, the trick is 
to divide the set S into S, and S,, containing the elements at most the median and 
greater than the median, respectively. These sets are then searched recursively for 
the appropriate values. 
Thus, we have seen that the time complexity of the multiple selection problem is 
O(n log(d + 1 )), if n > d. 
3. ALLOWING DELETIONS 
The next, more complicated, version of the problem is where the elements are 
dynamic. In this section, we will consider only the possibility that elements may be 
deleted. It turns out that two forms of deletion are of interest. The first is explicit 
deletion. Here the algorithm that maintains the data structure is told that an 
element has been deleted and it is told which element is deleted. Thus a typical call 
will be delete(q,S), where q is a pointer to the representation of the element to be 
deleted. 
The other form of deletion is implicit deletion. Here the algorithm is not told 
anything when a deletion occurs. Instead there is an Q( 1) time oracle live(x, S) that 
says whether or not x is still in set S. An element can disappear between any two 
operations on the data structure. Implicit deletions occur in the component merging 
problem [6]. In the component merging problem, the algorithm is to maintain the 
least cost edge to another component. When two components merge, some edges 
may now no longer go to another component. These edges have been deleted, but 
the algorithm has not been told which edges they are. Instead it must spend Q( 1) 
time to discover if an edge is dead. 
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Clearly, supporting implicit deletions is no easier than supporting explicit 
deletions. It turns out, however, that if the only other operation is min(S), then 
implicit and explicit deletions have the same time complexity to within a constant 
factor. 
Formally, the implicit deletion problem (IDP) is the following: 
IDP. Support the following operation: min, return the smallest live element 
from a set S. Between any two min operations any live element can die, but once it 
does it stays dead. The dying elements are not given explicitly, but there is an O( 1) 
running time oracle live(x) that returns true iff the element x is still alive. 
To prove a lower bound on the complexity of IDP it is helpful to change our 
model slightly. Specifically, we now charge O( 1) time for each comparison and O( 1) 
time for each call to live. All other operations arc free. 
Intuitively, the idea behind a proof of a lower bound for IDP is that if the 
ki- kj- i smallest elements die after each min operation, problem IDP has been 
transformed to an instance of MSP. The problem with the direct transformation is 
that if the algorithm for MSP can identify elements of S that are among the 
ki - kip i smallest elements, then MSP may be easier than it would be otherwise. 
The most information that an algorithm can hope to get out of a deletion test 
live(x) is whether or not r(x) < k. Thus we are led to consider the oracle sorting 
problem (OSP): 
OSP. Given a set S, d numbers k,, . . . . k,, and an oracle rank(x,i) that returns 
true iff T(X) < ki, sort S using only comparisons and calls to rank. 
It turns out that OSP is no easier than just sorting with comparisons alone. 
LEMMA 3. If (SI = n, then any algorithm that solves OSP requires n log n - O(n) 
comparisons and/or calls to rank. 
Proof: A call to rank gives one bit of information, so the information theoretic 
proofs of the lower bound (e.f., [4]) apply with minor modification. l 
A result analogous to Lemma 1 follows as an immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. If n > d, then at least 
n log(d+ 1) -O(n) 
comparisons andfor calls to rank are required to solve ARP, even if the rank function 
is available. 
The lower bound for MSP does not immediately follow from the lower bound for 
ARP. Recall that if only comparisons are used, then to be sure that an element x 
has rank k, the algorithm must know for each y # x whether y > x or y < x. Unfor- 
tunately, if arbitrary tests involving r(x) are allowed, this is no longer true. For 
example, if r(x) <j- 1 is false and r(x) <j is true, then x must have rank j; yet we 
are unable to infer from this whether y < x for arbitrary y. If, however, the only 
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comparisons of ranks that are allowed are “Is r(x) < k,?” where ki is one of the 
required ranks, then any comparisons and/or calls to rank that answer the MSP 
must also answer the ARP. 
LEMMA 4. Any results of comparisons and/or calls to rank(x, i) that imply a 
unique answer to the MSP also imply a unique answer to the ARP, provided that ki 
available to rank are the same as the required ranks. 
Proof The proof of this is an induction on d + 1 - i. To make the basis trivial, 
we define kd+, = n + 1. Then there are no elements with rank not less than kd+ , . 
Now suppose that all the elements with rank at least kj have been identified and 
are in the set H. We want to identify all elements not in H with rank at least k,- , . 
That is, we want to identify all the elements with ranks between k,-, and kj. Let M 
be the set of these elements and let x be the element with rank k,_ , . Then M is the 
set of elements y #x such that rank(y,j) is true but rank(y,j- 1) is false. 
Therefore, to be sure that x has rank k,- , , an algorithm that solves the MSP must 
know by comparisons that x is less than the elements in M. Thus, the set M can be 
identified as the set of elements that are known to be greater than x (due to com- 
parisons) and are not in H. By induction, this process solves the ARP. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Any algorithm that solves the MSP requires n log(d + 1) - O(n) 
comparisons andfor calls to rank(x, i), provided that the ki available to rank are the 
same as the required ranks. 1 
If we now consider the case where the n/(d + 1) smallest elements are implicitly 
deleted before each min operation, we obtain the desired result. 
COROLLARY 2. If n > d, IDP requires n log(d + 1) - O(n) comparisons and/or 
calls to live, where n is the initial size of S, and d is the number of min operations. 
Although implicit operations occur in practice, explicit deletions are more 
common and natural. It turns out that explicit deletion problem (EDP) is not much 
easier than IDP. 
EDP. Given a set S, support the following operations: min(S), return the 
minimum element of S, and delete(q, S), if q is a pointer to the representation of an 
element x in S, then delete x from S. 
LEMMA 5. Zf there is an algorithm A that solves EDP and uses C comparisons 
when there are d min operations and n delete operations, then there is an algorithm 
that solves IDP and uses at most C comparisons and at most C + n + d calls to live 
when n elements are implicitly deleted and there are d calls to min. 
ProoJ We wish to construct an algorithm B that satisfies the lemma. Algorithm 
B will use algorithm A as a subroutine. Basically, algorithm B will find some of the 
elements that are dead. It will then tell algorithm A that these elements have been 
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deleted and ask for the minimum. As long as this minimum element is alive, it will 
be the correct answer. The difficulty is that it is hard to make sure that the 
minimum element is alive while testing only a few elements for liveness. 
We will say that an element is possibly alioe if it is not known to be dead. We will 
also say that a possibly alive element is minimal if it is not known to be greater than 
any possibly alive element. Algorithm B tests exactly the minimal elements for 
liveness. Note that as algorithm B proceeds, some elements may cease to be 
possibly alive; hence the set of minimal elements may grow. 
The minimum element returned by algorithm A must be a minimal element. 
Therefore, once all the minimal elements are known to be alive, the element 
returned by algorithm A is guaranteed to be alive. 
All that remains is to bound the number of calls to live. These can be divided into 
two groups, those that return alive and those that return dead. There are at most n 
calls in the second group. 
Now let us consider the calls to live that return live. These are made on live 
minimal elements. Note that algorithm A must return the minimum element among 
these. Furthermore, algorithm A cannot know anything about their relative order, 
since no pair of these elements have been compared against each other. Thus, if 
there are k live minimal elements, then algorithm A must make at least k - 1 com- 
parisons. Thus, algorithm B makes at most C+ d calls to live that return live. 
Therefore algorithm B makes at most C + d + n calls to live. 1 
A lower bound for EDP follows as an immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Of m>p, EDP requires at least $(n log(d+ 1)-O(n)) com- 
parisons for its solution. 
It turns out that IDP can be solved in O(d+n log(d+ 1)) time [Z]. It is also 
known that F-heaps solve EDP in O(d + n log(d + 1)) time [3]. 
4. INFORMATION CONTENT 
The lower bounds of the previous two sections all ultimately depend on the infor- 
mation theoretic lower bound on the complexity of sorting. In some sense they 
show that the identity of the minimum element in a set contains a lot of infor- 
mation. We can directly estimate the amount of information that such elements 
possess. There are two benefits of this approach. First, we can improve the lower 
bound on the complexity of EDP to at least n log d- O(n log log d) comparisons. 
Second, we can obtain an interesting lower bound when we allow the merge 
operation in addition to the delete and Iindmin operations. 
In Section 5, three theorems are proven which provide lower bounds. Theorem 2 
is phrased directly in terms of deletions. Deletions, however, affect the size of the set 
to which they are applied, and characterizing their complexity involves having to 
deal with this awkward feature. For the purposes of formulating Theorems 1 and 3, 
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we work instead with the operation, change(x), which changes the value of the item 
whose name is x, and can be viewed as a deletion followed by an insertion. Con- 
sideration of the change operation permits us to focus on counting comparisons 
without worrying about varying set size. We refer to the change and deletion 
operations as deletion-like operations. 
In computing the minimum of n items with n - 1 comparisons (the smallest 
possible number), the n items individually participate in a total of 2n - 2 com- 
parisons. While the average number of comparisons in which an item participates is 
about 2, we find that the actual distribution is not uniform. To the contrary, com- 
parisons tend to be concentrated on relatively few individuals. For example, if a 
balanced elimination tournament is used to compute the minimum item, i.e., the 
program 
PROCEDURE Findmin(x, , . . . . x,); 
y c Findmin(x,, . . . . x~,,,~,); 
z t Findmin(xLnirJ + 1, . . . . x,); 
return min( y, z), 
and we order the items according to the number of comparisons in which they par- 
ticipate, largest first, then we find that the ith item participates in about log(n/i) 
comparisons. Furthermore, a well-known argument used to determine the com- 
plexity of selecting the 2nd smallest of n items (Knuth [4]) shows that any 
minimum finding algorithm can be forced by an adversary to involve the minimum 
item in at least log n comparisons. Now if k items are deleted or have their values 
changed, then some of the information obtained by the comparisons in which they 
have participated is lost. In recomputing the minimum item, this information must 
be restored. For example, k items can be selected for removal from the partial order 
defined by a balanced elimination tournament in a manner resulting in a partial 
order having about k log(n/k) minimal elements. Our approach to establishing 
lower bounds will be to quantitatively formalize the loss of information resulting 
from deletion-like operations. The notion of information content serves this pur- 
pose. 
The following conventions and terminology are used in this and the next section. 
An item consists of a name and an associated value. The operation change(x) 
assigns a new value to the item whose name is x. Let S be a dynamic set of items on 
which insertions and deletions are performed as well as change operations on mem- 
bers of S. We let S,,, (S extended) denote the set of all values ever associated with 
an item presently or previously in S. We assume that insertions and change 
operations always add a new value to S,,,. We will be considering algorithms which 
perform comparisons between the values in S,,,. We let P,,, denote the partial 
order of S,,, delined by the outcomes of comparisons that have been executed, and 
we let P denote the restriction of P,,, to the values of items currently in S. The pur- 
pose of this notation is to facilitate discussion about the class of algorithms that are 
permitted to perform comparisons between values which are not necessarily current. 
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Let E(P) denote the number of linear embeddings of a partially ordered set P. 
The information content Z(x, P) of an element x in a partially ordered set P (also 
written Z(x) when P is clear) is defined by 
Z(x, P) = log(~(P’)I~(P)), (1) 
where P’ is the partially ordered set obtained from P by removing from the 
ordering relation exactly those instances involving x (in other words, isolating x but 
retaining all other ordering information). Intuitively, Z(x, P) reflects the amount of 
ordering information concentrated on x, and in general, 0 d Z(x, P) 6 log 1 PI. For 
the extreme situation in which x is comparable to every element in P, 
Z(x, P) = 1oglPI. For the other extreme, in which x is isolated to begin with, 
Z(x, P) = 0. 
The following lemmas give two important properties concerning information con- 
tent. Let S be a time varying set of items on which insertion, deletion, and change 
operations are performed. Assume that comparisons between values in S,,, are also 
performed. Now let 0 be an intermixed sequence of such operations, including com- 
parisons. An adversary for responding to the comparisons in 0 is said to be infor- 
mation theoretic provided that E(P) never decreases by a factor greater than 2 as a 
result of a comparison. (Recall that P is the restriction of the partial order P,,, to 
the values of items currently in S.) That an information theoretic adversary always 
exists is seen by noting that the two possible outcomes of a comparison partition 
the linear embeddings of P,,, into two sets; this in turn induces a subdivision of the 
linear embeddings of P into two (possibly overlapping) sets. For each change or 
deletion operation occurring in 0 involving item (say) x, we let Z(x) denote Z(x, P), 
where P is the applicable partial order of S immediately preceding the operation. (It 
should be understood that the x in Z(x, P) refers to the current value of the itemx.) 
LEMMA 6. Zf the outcomes of the comparisons occurring in (T are based on an 
information theoretic adversary, then 
where C denotes the total number of comparisons in u and the summation extends 
over all deletion and change operations in 6. 
Proof Let Si denote the instantiation of S after the first i operations of 0, and 
let Pi denote the corresponding partial order on Si. If ci, the ith operation of rr, is 
an insertion, then E( Pi) = E( Pi- ,) 1SJ. (The inserted value can be inserted 1 Sit ways 
into each linear embedding of Pip, to obtain the linear embeddings of Pi). If oi is a 
comparison, then E( Pi) 2 E( Pi _ I )/2 by definition of information theoretic adver- 
sary. We now argue that if (T; is a deletion, then 
(3) 
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where x is the deleted item. Referring to the definition (1) of information content 
and borrowing the notation used there, we have that E(P:_ 1) = (Sip, E( Pi) since x, 
which is isolated in Pi- 1, can be inserted ISiP, 1 ways into each linear embedding of 
Pi to obtain the linear embeddings of Pi- 1. Thus, E(P,) = E( Pi-, )/IS, ~ ,I = 
E( Pi_ ,)2”“‘/( Sip 1 1, establishing (3). Finally, if di is a change operation, we have by 
similar reasoning that E(P,) = E(P,_ ,) 2”[). To summarize, we have for i > 0, 
E(Pi)=E(Pi-l) Isi if ~7; is an insertion, 
= E(P,- 1) 2”“‘/IS,~ 11, if ci is delete(x), 
= E( P; 1) 2’(“), if oi is change(x), 
2 E(P, - 1 Y2, if gi is a comparison. (4) 
Also, E(P,) = ISol ! since P, has no ordering information. Repeated application of 
(4) yields 
E(P,,,) > IS,,, 1 !2=““‘/2? (5) 
Since E(P,,,) < (&I!, we conclude from (5) that C>c I(x), completing the 
proof. 1 
LEMMA 7. Let k be the number of minimal elements of a partially ordered set P. 
At least one of these minimal elements has information content at least log( I P//k). 
Proof: Let x be a minimal element of a partially ordered set P and define 
L(x, P) to be the number of linear embeddings of P in which x is the minimum 
element. There is an obvious correspondence between the linear embeddings of 
P- {x} and the linear embeddings enumerated by L(x, P). Thus E(P - {x}) = 
L(x, P). 
Now let x1, . . . . xk denote the k minimal elements of P. Since xi L(x,, P) = E(P), 
for some x E {x1, . . . . xk} we have L(x, P) 2 E(P)/k. For this x, 
E(P’)= IPI E(P- Ix})= IPI L(x, P)BE(P) [PI/k, 
and the lemma follows immediately. 1 
5. COMPLEXITY RESULTS 
In this section we show in several contexts that the inherent complexity of k 
successive deletion-like operations is log(n/k) per operation. Our first theorem is 
concerned with the inherent complexity of partially specified intermixed sequences 
of Iindmin and change operations. We allow an adversary only the freedom of 
responding to comparisons in a consistent manner as well as the freedom of 
choosing the items to which the change operations apply. We use the notation 
(change)k to indicate k successive change operations. 
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THEOREM 1. Let S be a set of size n and assume that no ordering information 
about the elements of S is initially provided. For nonnegative integers, k,, . . . . k, < n, 
the worst case complexity in comparisons of the operation sequence. 
tl = tindmin(change)kl findmin(change)k2 findmin . . . (change)kq tindmin 
is bounded by 
n + f k,(log(n/k,) + 1) 
i= 1 
Proof: Without loss of generality we assume that comparisons are performed 
only when executing the findmin operations; comparisons that might be performed 
when executing a change operation can be delayed until the next findmin operation. 
For convenience, we define k,=O. We regard the sequence c( as being divided into 
q + 1 episodes, the ith episode being (change)kz tindmin, 0 < i< q. The findmin 
operation concluding the ith episode is referred to as the ith findmin, 0 < i < q. We 
let Ci denote the number of comparisons performed when executing the ith findmin. 
Clearly, Co 2 n - 1. 
We proceed to construct an adversary for responding to comparisons and 
selecting items for the change operations. Let P be the partial order on S resulting 
from the execution of operations in c( just up to (but not including) a given change 
operation. The item to be selected for our change operation is chosen to be a 
minimal element of P having maximal information content. Because minimal 
elements of P are always chosen for the change operations, it is consistent to have 
our adversary respond to every comparison x : y with x E S,,, - S and y E S with 
the outcome x < y. Adopting this rule for our adversary, it is easily seen that adding 
the outcome of any such comparison to P,,, does not affect the partial order P. 
Therefore, these comparison responses satisfy the information theoretic adversary 
requirement. All other comparisons are to be answered according to the condition 
that our adversary be informtion theoretic. 
Now let mi be the number of minimal elements of P just prior to executing the ith 
findmin operation, i> 1. We claim that Ci 2 mi- 1. To see this, we observe that 
comparisons involving one or more values in S,,, - S do not affect P and also note 
that comparisons between elements in S reduce the number of minimal elements of 
P by at most one per comparison. Therefore, we conclude that the total number C 
of comparisons required to execute a satisfies 
C= i Ci>n- 1+ i (mi- 1). (6) 
i=O i=I 
Now observe that during the ith episode the number p of minimal elements of P 
never exceeds mi since a change operation can never decrease p. Therefore, by the 
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choice of our adversary and Lemma 7, we conclude that Z(x) 2 log(n/m,) for each 
change operation of the ith episode. From Lemma 6 we conclude that 
c 2 1 Z(x) 2 f kj log(n/m,). (7) 
i= 1 
Combining the inequalities (6) and (7) gives 
2C>,n- 1+ i (kilog(n/mi)+m;- 1). (8) 
i=l 
The proof is completed by minimizing the right-hand side of (8) with respect to 
the m,. m 
The use of Fibonacci heaps [3] yields a matching upper bound to within a 
constant factor of the lower bound derived in Theorem 1. 
Our next Theorem is similar to Theorem 1 but phrased in terms of deletions. 
Beginning with n unordered items, we can intersperse n deletions with n lindmin 
operations to sort the n original items. Therefore, n log n + O(n) comparisons are 
required. Suppose, however, that n deletions are interspersed with only & lindmin 
operations. Far less information is generated. Nevertheless, this task requires 
asymptotically in log n comparisons in the worst case, and so is one-half as difficult 
as sorting. More generally we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a set of n items and assume that no ordering information is 
initially provided. In the worst case the complexity of executing n deletions intermixed 
with d findmin operations on S is at least n log d - O(n log log d). 
Remark. The use of binomial queues [7] in conjunction with lazy deletion 
shows that the high order term of this bound is tight. 
Proof: In this proof we allow our adversary to specify the timing of the hndmin 
operations. If the number of minimal elements in P exceeds p = (n/d) log d, then a 
findmin operation is performed up to a total of d lindmins. Each deletion deletes the 
minimal element with maximum information content. Because minimal elements of 
P are always chosen for the deletions, it is consistent to have our adversary respond 
to every comparison x: y with x E S,,, -S and y E S with the outcome x <y. All 
other comparisons are to be answered according to the condition that our adver- 
sary be information theoretic. This adversary has the property that a findmin 
operation requires at least k - 1 comparisons when the partial order P on S has k 
minimal elements. 
If d such tindmins actually take place, then their total complexity is at least 
n log d. On the other hand, if the condition under which lindmin operations are 
chosen does not occur d times, then by Lemma 7 our adversary can choose for each 
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of its deletions an item whose information content is at least log((n + 1 - i)/p) (for 
the ith deletion). We then have 
1 Z(x) > n logd- O(n log log d) 
and our theorem follows by Lemma 6. u 
Our next result extends Theorem 1 to include the presence of the merge 
operation. We consider a setting involving a collection of disjoint sets. The merge 
operation causes two designated sets to be removed from the collection and 
replaced by their union. The findmin operation produces the minimum item of a 
specified set in the collection. Eeach change operation specifies an item and also the 
set to which the item currently belongs. Our methods will enable us to derive a 
lower bound in a setting even more general than that which results from inclusion 
of the merge operation, and so we formulate our theorem accordingly. 
Let S be a set of items. We will consider sequences tl of operations of the form 
findmin( T), where T c S, and change(x, T), where x E T c S. The sequence a wil be 
called normal provided that following two conditions are satisfied. The first con- 
dition states that for each subset T appearing in ~1, the last operation referencing T 
is lindmin(T). This condition implies that tx can be uniquely partitioned into sub- 
sequences r (called episodes) of the form (change)k findmin, k 2 0, where the k + 1 
operations each refer to the same subset T, and no other operation in a referring to 
T occurs between the operations of z. The second condition states that at any given 
place in CI, if we consider the various episodes that are in progress at that place, 
then the subsets referenced by these episodes are pairwise disjoint. 
Our third theorem is concerned with the inherent complexity of a normal 
sequence which is fully specified apart from the designation of items to which the 
change operations apply. (The sets referred to by the change operations, however, 
are specified in advance, and an adversary is constrained to pick items belonging to 
these sets) We refer to such a normal sequence, with the item names missing, as a 
template. In determining the worst case complexity of a template, an adversary is 
given the freedom of choosing the items for the change operations. Now let t be an 
episode of a template CI. We let k, denote the number of change operations in r and 
we let n, denote the size of the subset referenced by t. 
THEOREM 3. The worst case complexity of a template c1 is bounded by 
Q c WogWk) + 1) . ( rca > 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 3 we observe the following. Con- 
sider the instances of Theorem 3 where the referenced subsets arise from use of the 
merge operation, the situation motivating the Theorem. If we could assume that 
comparisons between items currently belonging to separate sets are never perfor- 
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med, then the method used to prove Theorem 1 would carry over. However, it is 
conceivable that an algorithm could work very well be taking advantage of com- 
parisons between pairs of items not belonging to the same set. In the presence of 
such comparisons we have been unable to devise appropriate extensions of Lemmas 
6 and 7. But the real message of Lemmas 6 and 7 seems to be the following. Again, 
let S be the superset containing the various subsets appearing in c1 and let P be the 
partial order of S defined by the comparisons that have been performed. Suppose 
there are exactly k elements of the subset T (of size m) among the minimal elements 
of P. Then the cost of a change operation, restricted to an element of T, is in some 
sense log(m/k). Our proof succeeds in capturing this intuition, though not as 
directly as before. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let a be a template. A completion of a is obtained by 
specifying items for each change operation in a. We associate with a given com- 
pletion u of a a total ordering T, defined over the values of the various incarnations 
of the items of the superset S associated with a. We choose T,, to be any total 
ordering such that the value of the item referenced by the ith change operation in g 
is (just prior to the change) the ith smallest value in T,. We concern ourselves with 
the behavior of algorithms for executing the template a on data satisfying the 
ordering T, for each completion G of a. We use the notation (a, TO) to represent the 
completion (T with data satisfying T, . The outcomes of comparisons define a partial 
order P,,, on S,,, whose restriction to S is P. Under the situation (r~., TO), change 
operations are always applied to items whose present values are minimal elements 
of P. Moreover, for every XE S,,, - S and y E S, we have that x < y in T,. Con- 
sequently, the outcome of any comparison between two values not both in S leaves 
P unchanged, and so we can assume that the algorithms we consider perform com- 
parisons only between values in S. 
We model the behavior of an algorithm A for a using a tree Q. There are two 
types of nodes in Q, comparison nodes and change nodes. Comparison nodes have 
one or two descendants reflecting the outcomes, < and >, of the comparison 
operation associated with the node. (Only one descendant is present if the outcome 
that would be associated with the other descendant is not consistent with any 
(a, T,).) A change node u is associated with a change operation of a. Let T be the 
set referenced by the change operation. For each element of T minimal with respect 
to P (as defined by the path leading to the node), there may be an edge from u 
(leading to a descendant) labeled with and corresponding to the change operation 
being performed on that element. The edge will be present provided that some 
(CT, T,,) defines the path to u and calls for the indicated change operation. (Since the 
path leading to II is consistent with some (a, T,), u has at least one descendant, 
namely, associated with the item specified by the corresponding change operation 
of a.) Observe that each (a, TO) defnes a path through Q, and that distinct 0 define 
distinct paths. Also, each path in Q is associated with some (a, T,). Thus, the 
number of leaves of Q equals the number of completions of a, namely, n, c a n:. 
Now consider the path p through Q defined by (a, T,). For each episode, 
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z = (change)%ndmin, acting on the subset T (say), there is a maximum branching 
factor C, occurring among the k associated change nodes. (We refer to the number 
of children of a node as its branching factor.) Since our algorithm A performs com- 
parisons only among values in S (current values), at least C, - 1 comparisons along 
the path p can be uniquely attributed to the findmin operation which concludes z. 
This is because the number of minimal elements of P that belong to T must 
decrease from at least C, to at most 1 (for A to be correct), and a single com- 
parison eliminates at most one minimal element of P, in turn assisting at most one 
findmin operation since the episodes in progress involve disjoint sets. Therefore, the 
total number of comparisons C, along path p satisfies 
c,3 c (C-1). (9) 
TCOL 
The observation that the number of leaves of Q cannot exceed the product of the 
branching factors along at least one of the paths allows us to conclude that for 
some path p, 
(10) 
Taking the logarithm of (10) and combining it with (9), we obtain 
2cp B c (k, log(n,/C,) + c, - 1). (11) TCLX 
Minimizing the right-hand side of (11) with respect to the C, completes the 
proof. 1 
Since the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 ultimately generate the same inequalities, 
one suspects that a “constructive” proof of Theorem 3 along the lines of Theorem 1 
should be possible. 
For the special case of Theorem 3 corresponding to collections of disjoint sets 
subject to merging, consideration of Fibonacci heaps [3] shows that the bound 
provided is best possible to within a constant factor. 
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